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Have you ever 
dreamed 

of a Fairytale y
relationship? 

Then later came 
to believe they 
only existed in 

Disney movies? 
How about a work 

environment
that was in 

lialignment 
with projects 
and activities 

that are the most 
meaningfulmeaningful 
experiences 

for YOU?

ScheduleSchedule 
Greg and Tamara

for your next event 
in “Creating Your 
Authentic Culture 

Imagine…Having a treasure map that leads 
you to the center of your heart! Then finding an

with Heart Virtues!”

you to the center of your heart! Then finding an 
ancient key that unlocks the secret you’re not 
only willing to die for, but willing to live for…  



Creating 
Divine Partnerships

Inside “Virtuous Cultures” with Heart 

Divine Partnerships 
with Greg and Tamara Montana

at Home and in Business! 

Zappos Virtue
Inside their 

Billion Dollar 
Corporation… 
Is a Culture of
“Happiness”

Greg and Tamara 
are Committed 
to seeing You
Di YDiscover Your 

Unique 
Heart Virtue

Inside              
Your Heroic 
Contribution 

that is in Alignment 
with what’s Most 

Meaningful to You, 
your Family and 

Business…



Have You Ever 
Thought of a 
Whole New 

Innovative Way  
of Expanding 

YOUR 
Environment?

Imagine… 
Being Excited

to Get Out of Bed

Environment?

to Get Out of Bed 
Each Day 

and Contribute 
Your Humanitarian 
Gift to the World?Gift to the World? 

Zappos 
CultureCulture 

of Happiness
was so          

inspiring that

Greg andGreg and 
Tamara

were moved to 
get engaged,

th l t i dthen later married  
in that kind of 
environment!



In looking at the lives 
of Tony Hsieh at 

Z G l REIZappos, Google, REI, 
Richard Branson with 
Virgin Airlines, Apple 
and other companies,

We saw them take 
their businesses from 

zero profits 
to making Billions,g ,

without sacrificing the 
quality of rewarding 

relationships 

It was much like what         
Greg discovered when 

studying the lives of

along the way. 

I studied the lives

studying the lives of    
Heroes…

In understanding the process 
of how people became       I studied the lives 

of hero’s and 
discovered 

p p
The Authentic Leader           

of Their Lives, 

He learned they had all 

they all had mastered 
three basic skills…

Mastered                          
Three Basic Skills…



1. They Knew 
who they were

Heroes…

who they were 
and what they 

stood for…
2. They 

Communicated
powerfully and 
beautifully…

3 They made3. They made
a Huge 

contribution to 
humanity…



Everyone is aching to be a Hero…

Learning your Heart Virtue takes you through a 
profound, life altering “right of passage” showing us how 

to live like Heroes

Martin Luther King’s was Brotherhood, Abraham 
Lincoln’s was Unity, Mother Teresa’s was Compassion

and Gandhi’s was Peaceful Liberation.

Wh l k h h f i d h h

to live like Heroes

When we look at the heroes of our time and throughout 
history, every hero was driven by their Heart Virtue!

What’s Your Heart Virtue?

Fi d i h h i h / kFind out with quantum physics expert, author/speaker, 
former monk Greg Montana and psychotherapist, 

professor, author/speaker Tamara Montana  



People are tired of 
playing small! 

Now more thanNow, more than 
ever, our collective 
consciousness is 

changing at such a 
quantum level that q
more people are 

yearning to discover 
the true meaning 

of their own 
existence. 

According to a study 
done by Harvel 

Hendrix & others:Hendrix & others:

65% of all married 
couples will divorce;

30-40% of all 
murders are 

spousal;

80% of America’s 
workforce says they

90% of lottery winners claim 
winning the lottery ruined their 

lives and relationships.

These are they symptoms of aworkforce says they 
would rather have 

another job;

The third greatest 

These are they symptoms of a 
society that is confused and 

fed up…aching to find meaning 
and to finally fill the emptiness 
from the inside-out, fully ready 

cause of deaths 
among teenagers is 

suicide;

y y
to discover Living Your 

Heart Virtue



No matter what wall you 
find yourself up against, 

Greg and Tamara believeGreg and Tamara believe 
you have a spark of divinity 

built into your molecules 
that is compelled to make a 

major contribution.major contribution.

Like a blueprint we are 
born with, this unique gift 

works through us and when 
we are living in alignmentwe are living in alignment 
with it, invisible hands 

seem to assist our     
every effort…

This gift is hidden behind 
a blind spot. Revealing 
this theme will give you 

clarity about your specific 
purpose and the 

contribution that will be 
most rewarding to you. 

At Heart Virtue we have 
the tools that will train you 

to live in alignment with 
that Hero by identifying 

your Heart Virtue           
and putting it to work       

in your life…



Greg & Tamara’s 

Vision

i t Eis to Empower

6 Billion People 

in knowing  

their 

Heart Virtue

Our desire is to ensure that everyone we meet gains y g
clarity and confidence about who they are and know      

the contribution they want to make to the world.

Menu of Services

* Key Note Speaker

* 30, 90 and 120 minute Presentations

* Full-day Seminar

* 3 & 5 day Seminars

* Private Coaching



Heart Virtue Understand your personal motivational style by 
identifying the one thing about you that is creating your 

Heart Virtue Programs

AuthenTalk

y g g y g y
values, beliefs and behaviors from the inside-out. What 
does your rage and goosebump experiences have in 
common? Find out! Learn your Heart Virtue. 

Once you know your Heart Virtue the next step is to AuthenTalk Once you know your Heart Virtue the next step is to 
speak it beautifully and powerfully. Are the words that 
come out of your mouth in alignment with what is most 
meaningful to you. AuthenTalk will make 
you a Master of communicating. Take a stand. 
Learn to listen to others with curiosity and courage.

Clarity

LiFormula

y g

You pain is your credential. In our LiFormula training 
you will turn your most painful experiences into 
credentials for making a contribution. You will see past 
your blind spots and facades an embrace all of your life 

AuthenTrain

to create a formula you can use to fulfill your purpose
and leave your legacy.

Learn how to use “Quansers” and transform any 
conversation into a dynamic experience. AuthenTrain
contains 8 powerful principles based on the laws of 

R l ti hi

contains 8 powerful principles based on the laws of 
quantum physics. Are you a parent, manager or looking 
to train others? AuthenTrain gives you amazing new 
insights for creating powerful partnerships.

H    d d f  f i t l  l ti hi ? Th  Relationships Have you ever dreamed of a fairytale relationship? Then 
later came to believe they only existed in Disney movies. 
Join Greg and Tamara and discover what’s possible in 
“Creating Divine Partnership.” Imagine being shown a 
treasure map of real love that leads you to the center of 
your heart  with an ancient key that unlocks the secret your heart, with an ancient key that unlocks the secret 
within…Attract the love of your life.

Greg and Tamara Montana will custom design a program 
for your group’s next evolution… www.HeartVirtue.com    



Unlock  
The Hidden TreasuresThe Hidden Treasures      

that lie Within…

with Greg and Tamara Montana

Creating a Cultures with Heart
In Business, we’ll expand on the Biggest reasons work           

* Improve Investor; Client/Customer 
and Employ Interview Experiences
We’ll show you what that looks like!

environments like Zappos are Billion Dollar Companies

We ll show you what that looks like!

* Identify and Strengthen Your Authentic Culture
Zappos says “Your Corporate Culture” is your Brand!

* Invest in Creating Divine Partnership’s                    
At Home and in Business! 

• Discover how identifying each persons Heart Virtue
in your business will give Clarity and Confidence for everyin your business will give Clarity and Confidence for every 
employee’s individual expression. Consequently, 
facilitating encouraging environments for innovative ideas 
to flourish.

•. Identify Your Authentic Corporate                                           
Culture and 10 Core Virtues to live by...                                     



Greg Montana is committed to 
spiritual integrity and seeing that 
people live in alignment with what’s 
most meaningful to themmost meaningful to them.

Greg is a graduate of Stevens 
Institute of Technology with a 
Engineering Degree where he 
studied energy & quantum physics. 
He is the author of Unlock Your HeartHe is the author of Unlock Your Heart 
Virtue…Become the Authentic 
Leader of Your Life.  
As a former monk of eight years,  
Greg spent more than 15,000 hours 
in silent meditation. During that time, g ,
he studied the lives of heroes and 
found they all expressed a single 
virtue they were willing to live and die 
for. Greg is NOW and inspirational 
speaker, and his passion is to have 
six billion people know their
Heart Virtue™.  

Greg shares three main skills of heroes with his audiences. Heroes know 
who they are; They speak powerfully and beautifully and they make a huge 
contribution to humanity. Greg trains people to master their own hero within 

d i dl t ti i f ti i t h h i d l itand receives endless testimonies from participants who have gained clarity 
and confidence in discovering their purpose. At the foundation of Greg’s 
workshops, he leads you through a process of identifying your very own 
Heart Virtue™ (like a unique fingerprint) that may have been hidden in a 
blind spot. This  allows  each person to take a stand for what they believe 
in and experience more authentic lasting fulfillment Greg has trainedin and experience more authentic, lasting fulfillment. Greg has trained 
entrepreneurs, psychologists, ministers, Olympic Gold Medalists, and 
Academy & Emmy award-winning celebrities  who were at the top of their 
game asking themselves “what next!?” 

He is an accomplished speaker and leads many experiential 
workshops/seminars with his wife Tamara Their dedicationworkshops/seminars with his wife Tamara. Their  dedication 
to the healing  arts  has  resulted in working with families  and 
corporations  in identifying  their “Authentic Culture” as their 
brand by understanding each individual's Heart Virtues™. 



Tamara Montana is committed to 
awakening authentic self-expression 
through acceptance and uncovering the 
hidden treasures  that lie within all of us. 

As a Licensed Psychotherapist and a 
Heart Virtue Expert, Tamara shows us 
where we get stuck in relationships  and 
how to transcend the internal prison walls p
that prevent us from experiencing the 
intimacy we crave in ourselves and others.

For fifteen years she has successfully 
worked with individual adults, couples   
and abused children Her passion isand abused children. Her passion is 
leading workshops with her husband in 
strengthening “Divine Partnerships”  inside 
“Virtuous Cultures.” Having your authentic 
culture be your brand has  proven to 
enhance enormous  success and pleasure p
within healthy families and corporations.

As a former Social Worker for eleven years, Tamara no longer wanted to be 
the ambulance at the bottom of the cliff, she wanted to be the fence at the 
top – so, she started teaching. For six years she was a College Professor of 
Human Sexuality Thousands of students reported that Tamara’s healingHuman Sexuality. Thousands of students reported that Tamara s healing 
and entertaining style of addressing sensitive topics, transformed their lives. 

Tamara has written her first book (soon to be published): Living on the Edge 
of Goodbye… A Story of Hope, Healing and Encouragement after Betrayal.
A guide to leaving in love, knowing love is never gone, but patiently awaits  
your return She is also featured in Law of Business Attraction by Ruby Yehyour return. She is also featured in Law of Business Attraction by Ruby Yeh.

She has just published her third book, a colorfully illustrated 
story for children of all ages:  Emerald Echo, The Story…   
A Unique Underwater Journey “Within” that Explores the 
Universal Truths  of Forgiveness and Freedom. A Course  
in Miracles made simple for families The book series hasin Miracles made simple for families. The book  series has  
been likened to The Chronicles of Narnia. Her fourth      
book is entitled: Emerald Echo, The Secret… There are 
Many Ways to the Center of Your Heart.





We look forward to 
collaborating 

with you!!!

www HeartVirtue com

For more information contact: 

Patricia Faust

www.HeartVirtue.com

Patricia Faust 

(310) 230-9949 and/or info@heartvirtue.com


